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Abstract. Fashion represents one’s personality, what you wear is how
you present yourself to the world. While in traditional brick & mortar
stores, there is staff available to assist customers which results in in-
creased sales, online stores rely on recommender systems. Proposing an
outfit with-respect-to the desired product is one such type of recommen-
dation. This paper describes an outfit generation framework that utilizes
a deep-learning sequence classification based model. While most of the
literature related to outfit generation is regarding model development,
the segment describing training data generation is still not mature. We
have proposed a novel approach to generate an accurate training dataset
that uses the latent distance between positive and random outfits to
classify negative outfits. Outfits are defined as a sequence of fashion
items where each fashion item is represented by its respective embed-
ding vector obtained from the Bayesian Personalised Ranking- Matrix
Factorisation (BPR-MF) algorithm which takes user clickstream activ-
ity as an input. An outfit is classified as positive or negative depending
on its Goodness Score predicted by a Bi-LSTM model. Further, we show
that applying Self-Attention based Bi-LSTM model improved the per-
formance(AUC), relevance(NDCG) by an average 13%, 16% respectively
for all gender-categories. The proposed outfit generation framework is
deployed on Myntra, a large-scale fashion e-commerce platform in India.

Keywords: Outfit Recommendation · Self-Attention · Bidirectional LSTM
· Deep Learning · Bayesian Personalized Ranking · Matrix Factorization.

1 Introduction

The worldwide revenue from fashion products is expected to rise from $485.6 bil-
lion in 2020 to $672.7 billion by 2023 1. With the shutdown of retail stores due
to coronavirus, online stores are attracting customers due to increased online
access & smartphone penetration, enhanced user experience by personalizing
recommendations. While similar product recommendations is one way where

? ”The Joy of Dressing is an Art” is a famous quote by John Galliano
?? Work done while at Myntra
1 https://www.shopify.com/enterprise/ecommerce-fashion-industry
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users can be suggested products according to their preference, recommending
the whole outfit with-respect-to the desired product could be a game-changer.
For our formulation, we define an outfit as a sequence of four products (top-wear,
bottom-wear, footwear, accessory; where this order is necessarily preserved). Al-
though there have been numerous studies [1], [2], [3] on clothing retrieval and rec-
ommendation, they fail to consider the problem of fashion outfit composition and
creation. Extensive studies have been conducted on learning fashion compatibil-
ity with the objective to recommend products such that they are complementing
each other to form an outfit [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. While these studies do a good job
at finding the compatibility of items pairwise and outfit as a whole, they do not
explain the generation of accurate training data. For example, a recent paper
by Bettaney et al. described a system for Generating Outfit Recommendations
from Deep Networks (GORDN) using multi-modal data, but they assumed ran-
domly generated outfits as the negative samples [9]. Our paper bridges that gap
with a unique method of generating a positive & negative training dataset. The
generated dataset is then used to train a sequence classification model which pre-
dicts the goodness of a given outfit. To build a generalized model, both positive
and negative outfits are required (example is shown in Fig. 1). In the context of
e-commerce, product catalogue images significantly describe the product to the
customers, hence images are cataloged keeping the latest trend in mind. These
catalog images can be considered to generate positive outfits for training. A full-
shot image (See Fig. 3) is one of the images present in the catalog showcasing an
outfit created using the primary product and other compatible products. We use
this full-shot image of a product to generate positive outfits, but this process is
computationally heavy & time-consuming, hence a classifier was built as a robust
solution to outfit generation instead of recommending just the outfits generated
using full-shot image. Negative outfits for training were generated such that they
are farther from the positive outfits in a product embedding space, where any
given outfit is represented as a sequence of product embeddings. Now since both
positive and negative outfits are available, labeling can be done automatically,
making our solution scalable. Other existing studies [3] suffer from this tedious
task of labeling outfit as positive or negative. Also, set of outfits recommended
for a product should be diverse in the sense- a women top could be paired with
either jeans, skirt, shorts, etc. To address this, we have used product clusters
which enables us to recommend a diverse set of outfits.

Each outfit (positive & negative) is represented by a sequence of product em-
beddings generated using Bayesian Personalized Ranking based Matrix Factor-
ization approach (BPR-MF) [10]. These embeddings help us to take into account
a user’s preference over quality assortments, promotions, etc, and use implicit
signals (views, clicks, orders) from their interaction on the platform. Since we are
defining the outfit to be a sequence of fashion products where the position of cat-
egories are fixed- top-wear comes first, then bottom-wear, followed by footwear
and accessories (eg., t-shirt, jeans, shoes and watch), where each product is a
time step, Bidirectional-LSTMs can be used here. At each time step, given the
previous product, we train the Bi-LSTM model to learn the sequence of prod-
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Fig. 1: This figure depicts a Positive, Negative & Random Outfit for Women-Tops

ucts in an outfit. This helps the model to identify the compatibility relationship
of fashion products in an outfit. Self-Attention is used on top of Bi-LSTM to
emphasize on important information present in the product embeddings by as-
signing attention weights. A Goodness Score (GS) for each outfit is generated
using this model which quantifies the compatibility of products in that outfit.
Self-Attention Bi-LSTM model is compared with its various variants in an of-
fline experimentation space using NDCG [11] as the primary metric. We also
compare the AUC score and ROC curves for these models on the test set. Our
contributions are three-fold and are summarized as follows:

– A novel approach to generate an accurate and large scale training dataset
(positive & negative) which helps the model to generalize their compatibility

– Self-attention based Bi-LSTM outfit classifier
– New outfits generation framework for all products on the platform

The rest of the paper is organized as follows, In Section 2, we briefly discuss
the related work. We introduce the Methodology in Section 3, that comprises of
creation of BPR-MF product embeddings, training dataset generation, and the
explanation of the model architectures used, along with the generation of new
outfits. In Section 4, we compare different variants of Bi-LSTM model, showcase
the reproducibility of our work, and conclude the paper in the last section.

2 Related Work

There is a growing interest in using AI to identify fashion items in images due
to the huge potential for commercial applications2, some of which are identi-
fying fashion fakes and counterfeit products. AI-enabled shopping apps allow
customers to take screenshots of clothes they see online, identify shoppable ap-
parels and accessories in that photo, and then find the same outfit and shop for
similar styles. Several works in the fashion domain are closely related to ours. We

2 https://www.forbes.com/sites/cognitiveworld/2019/07/16/the-fashion-industry-is-
getting-more-intelligent-with-ai/
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first discuss fashion image retrieval, recognition, and image attribute learning.
Recently, Z Kuang et al. introduced a novel Graph Reasoning Network, trained
on a graph convolutional network which compares a query and a gallery image
to search the same customer garment image as in the online store [12]. Liao et al.
developed an EI (Exclusive & Independent) tree that organizes fashion concepts
into multiple semantic levels and helps to interpret the semantics of fashion query
[13]. Liu et al. showcased a deep model- FashionNet that learns fashion features
by jointly predicting clothing attributes and landmarks [14]. Hadi et al. deployed
deep learning techniques to learn a similarity measure between the street and
shop fashion images [15]. Comparing with the previous works on fashion image
retrieval, the goal of this work is to compose fashion outfit automatically, which
has its own challenges in modeling many aspects of the fashion outfits, such as
compatibility.

Literature on Attention-based LSTMs: Wang-Cheng et al. built a Self-Attention
based Sequential Recommendation model (SASRec), which adaptively assigns
weights to previous items at each time step [16]. In [17], Wang et al. proposed
an Attention-based LSTM Network for aspect-level sentiment classification. In
this work, we employ a Self-Attention based Bi-LSTM model to classify a se-
quence of fashion products into positive & negative outfits.

Thirdly, we discuss literature available in fashion recommendations. Hu et
al. implemented a functional tensor factorization approach to give personalized
outfit recommendations [5]. Li et al. adapted an RNN as a pooling model to
encode the variable-length fashion items and predicted the popularity of a fash-
ion set by fusing multiple modalities (text and image) [8]. Liu et al. proposed
a latent Support Vector Machine (SVM) model that gives occasion-based fash-
ion recommendation which relies on a manually annotated dataset [3]. In [18],
item representations were generated using an attention-based fusion of product
images & description and its effectiveness on polyvore dataset was showcased.
In [4], researchers employed a Bi-LSTM to capture the compatibility relation-
ships of fashion items by considering an outfit as a sequence. While there are
some similarities, none of these works talk about how to generate an accurate
negative sample for model creation. Also, the Self-Attention Bi-LSTM model
for outfit generation has not been used in prior studies. Our paper proposes an
algorithm to create pure negative outfits, which leads to improved performance
as compared to randomly created negative outfits; as shown in Section 4. These
negative outfits along with positive outfits are used to build an outfit classifier
using a Self-Attention layer on top of a Bi-LSTM. This classifier is then used to
generate new outfits.

3 Methodology

In this section, we present the key components of our Outfit Generation Frame-
work (OGF). A fashion outfit is composed of multiple fashion items. These items
are expected to share a similar style (design, color, texture, etc). For the scope of
this work, we have considered four items in an outfit, Oi = {s1, s2, s3, s4}. Fig. 2
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Fig. 2: Outfit Generation Framework

explains the OGF. Given some seed fashion items, positive outfits for them were
generated using the full-shot image (Algo. 1). An initial set of negative outfits
were generated randomly. These were then compared with the positive ones to
ensure they are distant enough (Algo. 3). Fashion items in both positive & neg-
ative outfits were represented by their respective embedding vectors constructed
using BPR-MF. By treating an outfit as an ordered sequence of items (top-wear
always comes first, followed by bottom-wear, footwear, and accessory), we have
built a Self-Attention based Bi-LSTM sequence classification model. New out-
fits were generated by passing candidate outfits (generated using Algo. 2) into
the trained model which predicts their Goodness Score (GS). Outfits having GS
above a certain threshold GS∗ were finally displayed on the platform.

All of the above exercises are done at a Gender-Category level to design
different outfits for them. Eg., men might pair a t-shirt with jeans, casual or
sports shoes, watches; whereas women might pair a t-shirt with jeans, boots,
handbag. While one could always generate outfits using only a gender level
model, we decided to go with the gender-category level approach to ensure that
the outfits are present for all fashion items live on the platform. The category
in the gender-category model refers to either a top-wear (shirts, t-shirts, tops,
jackets, etc) or a bottom-wear (jeans, trousers, track pants, shorts, etc); but the
order of outfit remains constant (top-wear, bottom-wear, footwear, accessory).
For instance, while outfits for all Men-Shirts were generated using a Men-Shirts
model wherein bottom-wear could either be jeans, trousers, etc; it won’t be able
to capture all jeans products or all trousers. Hence, a different model for Men-
Jeans helped to create outfits for all jeans products.

3.1 Bayesian Personalized Ranking (MF) Embedding

Being one of the largest e-commerce platform, there are significant amount of
long-tail products in our catalogue since a user cannot possibly interact with all
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the products on our platform. To solve this problem, embeddings were created
using Matrix Factorization (MF) approach [19].

Due to the absence of significant amount of product ratings, implicit signals
(such as the number of views, clicks, add to carts, orders) were utilized. A user-
product interaction matrix (UPIM) was constructed using implicit signals from
the user clickstream data. Each element of this UPIM refers to the implicit
rating of a product with respect to a user. It was calculated by the weighted
sum of implicit signals. To generate embeddings, popular Bayesian Personalized
Ranking (BPR) [10] based MF approach was used as the UPIM was 99% sparse.
The algorithm works by transforming the UPIM into lower-dimensional latent
vectors where BPR helps in pairwise ranking. Loss function of BPR:

−
∑

(u,i,j)

lnσ(xuij) + λΘ||Θ||2 (1)

where u, i, j are the triplets of product pairs (i, j) and user u available in the
interactions dataset. xuij = pui - puj ; denotes the difference of preference scores
for the user u, representing that the user u likes product i over product j. Θ are
the model parameters and λΘ is model specific regularization parameter. Simi-
larity g(Pi, Pj) between product Pi and Pj was computed using BPR. Product
embeddings for all the products were generated using this approach.

3.2 Training Dataset Generation

In this section, we describe our algorithms of generating positive, candidate and
negative outfits.

Positive Outfits Generation Let S denote the set of fashion items in any
outfit Oi. Then, Oi = {s1, s2, s3, s4} for all si belonging to S. Each item
si belongs to different product category (top-wear, bottom-wear, footwear, and
accessory). The steps for generating positive outfits are presented in Algorithm
1.

Given a seed fashion item s1, we need to create positive outfits for training the
model. Here s1 is the primary category product. From the set of catalog images
I of s1, we identify the full-shot image I∗ such that it has a maximum number
of different categories (top-wear, bottom-wear, footwear, accessory) present, as
shown in Fig. 3. Then I∗ = [s1, s2, s3, s4]. Note that the detector might not be
able to detect all four categories in I∗, but it certainly ensures that the selected
image has at least three categories detected. Also, it’s okay if no such image I∗
is identified for any s1 since we only need a sample of primary category products
to generate positive outfits training dataset.

Apart from s1, visually similar products were fetched for s2, s3 from set
Pi∗ to get their visually similar products sv2 and sv3 respectively. N number of
sequences of fashion items, Gn∗, were created keeping s1 (top-wear) always in
the first position, random item from sv2 (bottom-wear) and from sv3 (footwear)
in second and third position respectively. There were challenges in detecting the
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Algorithm 1: Positive Outfits Generation

Input:
– Seed fashion item s1
– Catalog images of s1 : I = (i1, i2, i3, i4)
– Visually similar products set Pi∗, i = (2, 3)
– Accessory products set A*
– Combination feature function C(si)

Output: Positive outfits set Gn∗

1. Full-shot image, I∗ ←− I
2. Compute visually similar products, svi ∀ i ∈ [P2, P3]
3. Select accessory product sc4 from A* based on combination of features
4. Gn∗ = {s1, sv2 , sv3 , sc4}

fourth item (accessory) and hence its visually similar products were not found.
To complete the outfit, a combination of features (price, color, brand, etc) was
used to randomly sample an accessory item sc4 from set A∗. This way a single
positive outfit G∗ was created.

Keeping the primary product (either top-wear or bottom-wear depending
on the Gender-Category for which model is to be generated) fixed, the rest of
the products in an outfit were determined using the above approach to get a
positive outfit set Gn∗. The non-primary products can be sampled in any order
since each of them come from independent sets. Since we hypothesized that I∗ =
[s1, s2, s3, s4] is a positive outfit, replacing s2 with any sv2 and keeping the rest
of products will give another positive outfit. We pick only those visually similar
products that have high visual similarity score. Fig. 1 depicts a positive outfit
G∗ created using the above algorithm. There are in-house components built for
the purpose of detecting different categories present in an image and creation of
visually similar products set.

Fig. 3: Detection of categories in a
Full-Shot Image

Fig. 4: Each row depicts products
present in that cluster
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Algorithm 2: Candidate Outfits Generation

Input:
– Candidate fashion item si,
– Set of all Fashion items F∗,
– BPR-MF product embeddings

Output: Candidate Outfits set Rn∗

1. si ←− F∗, ∀ i ∈ [1,n]
2. Clusters Kc ∀ c ∈ {non-primary categories}
3. Select sc from Kc ∀ c
4. Rn∗ = {si, sbottomwear, sfootwear, saccessory} or Rn∗ = {stopwear, si, sfootwear,

saccessory}

Candidate Outfits Generation It is equally important to generate non-
compatible or negative outfits in order to build an accurate classifier. Candidate
outfits were used as input to generate negative outfits. They were also used to
generate new outfits. The candidate outfits creation problem is formulated and
presented in Algorithm 2.

Given a set of all fashion items F∗, m items from the primary category
were randomly selected for which candidate outfits were generated. For a can-
didate fashion item si, an outfit could comprise of total four items out of which
si could be a top-wear or a bottom-wear depending on the Gender-Category
level. Keeping si fixed, for the remaining three items- fashion items from mul-
tiple categories are eligible. For example: A women-tshirt could be paired with
either a jeans, casual shoes, a watch or a shorts, sports shoes, handbag; and
a women-jeans could be paired with either a tshirt, casual shoes, watch or a
tshirt, sports shoes, handbag. Here we follow the same ideology of an outfit as
described above- a sequence of four products (top-wear, bottom-wear, footwear,
accessory). Within each non-primary category ({bottom-wear, footwear, acces-
sory} for primary category {top-wear} and {top-wear, footwear, accessory} for
primary category {bottom-wear}), fashion items were clustered using their em-
bedding vectors as input. The optimal number of clusters, K was decided using
the elbow method and the K-nearest neighbour approach was employed for clus-
tering. Fashion items were randomly sampled from different clusters, Kc within
a category to form a candidate outfit Ri∗. For each si, n number of candidate
outfits were generated to form set Rn∗. Clustering is done to bring diversity
in outfits. Fig. 4 shows products in different clusters for category bottomwear.
Since, out of all fashion items only m were selected to generate candidate outfits,
we might have missed out on some genuinely good outfits.

Negative Outfits Generation The goal of Algorithm 3 is to construct a set
of negative outfits such that they are far away from the positive outfits in the
embeddings space. To get the initial set of negative outfits BIn∗, a set differ-
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Algorithm 3: Negative Outfits Generation

Input:
– Candidate Outfits set Rn∗,
– Positive Outfits set Gn∗,
– BPR-MF product embeddings

Output: Negative Outfits set Bn∗

1. BIn∗ = Rn∗ - Gn∗
2. Bn∗ ⊂ BIn∗ if d(Bn∗, Gn∗) ¡= Md(100th p), Md(95thp)

ence is taken between candidate outfits, Rn∗ (Algo. 2) and positive outfits Gn∗
(Algo. 1). Then, we transform each outfit into a sequence of their respective item
embedding vectors so that a cosine distance metric can be computed between
different outfits.
A distribution of deciles of cosine distance between Gn∗ and BIn∗ was con-
structed. It was used to sample high confidence negative outfits Bn∗ from BIn∗
using the following rules-

d(Bn∗, Gn∗), 100thp <= Md(100thp) (2)

d(Bn∗, Gn∗), 95thp <= Md(95thp) (3)

,where d(Bn∗, Gn∗), 100thp & d(Bn∗, Gn∗), 95thp are the 100th & 95th

percentiles of distance d(B, Gn∗). And, Md(100thp) is the Median of 100th per-
centile deciles and Md(95thp) is the Median of 95th percentile deciles. Using the
above approach, around 30% outfits from BIn∗ got selected to form Negative
Outfits Set Bn∗. Fig. 1 shows one such outfit which a human eye would also
perceive as bad.

3.3 Bi-LSTM

Bidirectional-LSTM is a variant of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) that was
created as the solution to short-term memory. It has internal mechanisms called
gates that can regulate the flow of information. These gates can learn which
data-point in a sequence is important to retain or discard. This way, it can pass
relevant information down the long chain of sequences to make predictions. Uni-
directional LSTM can only preserve information of the past because the only
input it has seen is from the past, whereas a Bidirectional LSTMs will run your
inputs in two ways, one from past to future and another from future to past.
They use the same hidden states while running front and back which helps to
retain information from the future and past. Hence, we have used it to learn the
sequence of fashion items in outfits. Bi-LSTMs have been successfully applied to
temporal modeling tasks such as sequence tagging [20], speech recognition [21],
sentiment classification [22], and image and video captioning [23].
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Fig. 5: Bi-LSTM Model Architecture Fig. 6: Self-Attention Block

Fig. 5 shows the architecture of the Bi-LSTM model used in this paper.
Each fashion item in an outfit is represented by its respective embedding vector
prepared using the BPR-MF technique. These embeddings were passed as a
sequence into one Bi-directional LSTM layer. Hidden state outputs from the front
LSTM and back LSTM were concatenated to give final hidden state outputs as
(h1, h2, h3, h4). These outputs were then passed to a dense layer with sigmoid
activation function which gives the Goodness Score of a sequence (outfit).

3.4 Self-Attention Bi-LSTM

Attention is an algorithm used industry-wide to map important and relevant
information from the input and assign higher weights to them, enhancing the
accuracy of the output [24]. It uses hidden state output from encoder and state
input from a decoder to form a context vector that gives the relative importance
of each state. Self-attention [25], also called intra-attention is an attention mech-
anism relating to different positions of a single sequence in order to compute a
representation of that sequence. As compared to vanilla attention, which uses in-
puts from hidden states of sequence data (encoder) and sequence data (decoder),
the self-attention uses only the hidden states of the encoder. Depending on the
attention width, w (which controls the width of the local context), hidden states
are chosen. If w = 3, then to calculate the context vector for state 2; hidden
state outputs (h1, h2, h3) are considered.

Given current hidden state hi and the previous hidden state sj , let f(hi,sj) be
the attention function that calculates an unnormalized alignment score between
hi and sj , and ai = softmax(f(hi,sj)) be the attention scores. Then, Additive
Self-Attention states that f(hi,sj) = vTa .tanh(W1 hi + W2 sj), whereas Multi-
plicative Self-Attention states that f(hi,sj) = hTi Wa sj ; where va and W are
learned attention parameters. Additive and multiplicative attention are similar
in complexity, although multiplicative attention is faster and more space-efficient
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in practice as it can be implemented more efficiently using matrix multiplication.
Hence, we have used a multiplicative self-attention layer in our model.

The architecture of the self-attention block (See Fig. 6) is discussed as follows-
Assuming attention width (w = 2), we need to calculate the context vector for
state 2. Since w = 2, alignment score for each state will be computed using only
the current hidden layer output hi, and the previous hidden state output sj .
Hence, alignment score e21 is calculated using s1 and h2. A softmax function
is applied on top of these alignment scores to compute attention score (weight)
a21:

a21 = e21/(e21 + e22 + e23 + e24) (4)

A context vector c2 is then computed by the formula :

c2 = (a21.s1) + (a22.s2) + (a23.s3) + (a24.s4) (5)

The context vectors ci enable us to focus on certain parts of the input to learn
the outfit compatibility. These were passed into a dense layer with sigmoid
activation to give the probability of goodness of an outfit.

3.5 Generation of New Outfits

In this sub-section, we describe the generation of new outfits using the architec-
ture defined in Fig. 2. This whole module is divided into 2 parts - the creation of
a training module, and new outfits generation. The creation of the training mod-
ule is explained as follows- positive & negative outfits, created using Algorithm
1 and 3 respectively, were used to train a Self-Attention based Bi-LSTM model.
Positive outfits were labeled as 1 while the negative ones as 0. These outfits were
then randomly shuffled together to get a list of outfits (sequences). 75% of the
outfits in the list were used as a training set, while 25% of them constituted
the test set. The sequence of outfits was converted into a sequence of product
embeddings so that they can be used by the model. Using grid-search, the set of
optimal hyper-parameters {epochs, batch size, learning rate} was found auto-
matically for each Gender-Category model. The best set of weights was chosen
basis the minimum validation loss metric and saved for future prediction.

Candidate outfits (created using Algorithm 2) were passed into the training
module to get the Goodness Score (GS) of each outfit. The outfits having score
greater than a chosen threshold (GS∗) were selected to be displayed on the
platform. Threshold GS∗ varied for different gender-category since modeling is
done at that level. Choice of GS∗ was made based on models’ precision & recall
values.

Both of these components (training & prediction) are offline, taking away all
the concerns related to online traffic. Training is done once a month, while predic-
tion happens daily to account for new products added to the platform. This sys-
tem has been live for more than 6 months on Myntra (http://www.myntra.com).
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4 Results

This section demonstrates the goodness of the proposed Self Attention Bi-LSTM
model (with varying attention-width parameter) as compared to a Bi-LSTM
model without the self-attention layer. We have evaluated different approaches
on the data taken from Myntra, one of the leading fashion e-commerce platform
in India. To evaluate these models, we have used nearly 150K positive and nega-
tive outfits across four gender-categories (Men-Shirts, Women-Tops, Men-Jeans
& Women-Jeans) as the test set. These outfits are a set of four fashion items,
necessarily in the order- {top-wear, bottom-wear, footwear, accessory }, wherein
each item is represented by its BPR embedding. Goodness Scores for these out-
fits were generated using the Training Module (defined in Section 3.5). Outfits
having a score greater than a chosen threshold, GS∗ were given the Prediction
Label, LP equal to 1, otherwise 0. LP was compared with actual label LA to
evaluate different models.

Quantitative Evaluation: As this is a sequence classification problem, standard
evaluation metrics are used, namely Area under the curve (AUC), Receiver op-
erating characteristic (ROC) curve. AUC on the test set for some categories is
presented in Table 1. For instance in the Men-Shirts gender-category, the Bi-
LSTM model gave an AUC of 79% on the test set. On applying a Self-Attention
layer (with attention-width, w = 1) on top of the Bi-LSTM layer improved the
AUC by 3%. Further improvements in AUC were achieved by gradually increas-
ing the value of w from 1 to 4, with w = 4 giving the best result out of all the
models. Since with w = 4, the self-attention layer focused on all four product
embeddings in a sequence; it delivered the best result in every Gender-Category.
ROC curves for different classifiers for Men-Shirts can be seen in Fig. 7.

A comparison of the winning model, Self Attention Bi-LSTM (w = 4), con-
sidering the same set of positive outfits and different negative outfits is shown
in Fig. 8. The model trained using negative samples generated by Algorithm 3
(M1) resulted in an increase in AUC value by 9% as compared to the model
using randomly generated negative samples (M2) since M1 better differentiated
between the positive and negative outfits. M2 wrongly classified some negative
outfits as positive outfits leading to a drop in AUC. This result was generic

Models
Men-Shirts Women-Tops Men-Jeans Women-Jeans
NDCG AUC NDCG AUC NDCG AUC NDCG AUC

Bi-LSTM (BL) 0.50 0.79 0.54 0.83 0.52 0.81 0.53 0.80

Self-Attn. BL (w=1) 0.52 0.82 0.55 0.85 0.54 0.84 0.54 0.82

Self-Attn. BL (w=2) 0.54 0.86 0.58 0.88 0.57 0.87 0.56 0.85

Self-Attn. BL (w=3) 0.57 0.89 0.62 0.90 0.60 0.90 0.57 0.87

Self-Attn. BL (w=4) 0.58 0.92 0.64 0.93 0.62 0.91 0.60 0.90

Table 1: Evaluation metrics on different models for different gender-categories,
where the Self-Attention layer based Bi-LSTM model performs the best
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Fig. 7: ROC curves for Men-Shirts:
Self-Attention Bi-LSTM (w=4) domi-
nate others

Fig. 8: Model trained using negative
samples generated by Algo.3 performs
better than the one using random
samples

across all gender-category level models- M1 performed better than M2. Hence,
the approach proposed in this paper to generate accurate training outperforms
the random dataset generation technique used by other works in the similar do-
main. Note that this result holds to our dataset (it cannot be made public due
to legal constraints).

Offline Evaluation: We have compared our models offline using NDCG (Nor-
malized Discounted Cumulative Gain) [11] as a metric. NDCG is a standard
information retrieval measure used for evaluating the goodness of ranking a set.
Here, the hypothesis was that using a Self-Attention layer on top of a Bi-LSTM
layer increases Click Through Rate (CTR). For computing NDCG, we have used
the CTR as the true score. Outfit’s goodness score from the model is used as the
predicted score. Since there were outfits present for different primary products,
we computed NDCG for each primary product and took their average for com-
parison purposes across models. The results showed the NDCG score improved
(in all Gender-Categories) as we moved from Bi-LSTM to higher Self-Attention
width Bi-LSTM models, as shown in Table 1.

Qualitative Evaluation: When the model (trained on sequences of product em-
beddings) was used to predict the goodness score of the newly generated outfits,
the results were quite similar to what a human eye would observe. Fig. 9 shows
some positive outfits & negative outfits as predicted by the winning model for
four different gender-categories: men-shirts, women-tops, men-jeans and women-
jeans. Fashion items in positive outfits complement each other, which is not
observed in case of negative outfits. Here the fashion items sport dissimilar
style/design, for example: the first negative outfit in Fig. 9a shows a combi-
nation of red & white checked shirt with black regular shorts and brown boat
shoes, this was predicted as negative by the model. A human eye would also
classify this combination as an incompatible outfit.
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(a) Men-Shirts: Positive, Negative outfits (b) Women-Tops: Positive, Negative outfits

(c) Men-Jeans: Positive, Negative outfits (d) Women-Jeans: Positive,Negative outfits

Fig. 9: Positive and Negative outfits generated by the model

Reproducibility: Though we cannot share the dataset due to legal constraints,
the work presented in this paper can be replicated by following these steps. Gen-
erate positive outfits either at Gender or Gender-Category level using Algorithm
1, where each outfit follows the schema- top-wear, bottom-wear, footwear, ac-
cessory. Candidate outfits can be generated using Algorithm 2. From these, the
negative outfits can be generated by Algorithm 3. Positive & negative outfits
must be labeled as 1 & 0 respectively. These outfits are then randomly shuffled
together to get a list of outfits (sequences). 75% of the outfits form the training
set, while 25% of them lie in the test set. Each outfit can be represented as a
sequence of product embeddings (we have used BPR-MF embeddings of size 64,
generation discussed in Section 3.1; implicit python library used) since this helps
a sequence classification model to learn their compatibility. A Self-Attention Bi-
LSTM model can be built by passing these outfits into one Bi-directional LSTM
layer with 150 hidden units, using glorot normal as the kernal initializer to set
the initial random weights of Bi-LSTM layer. A dropout and recurrent dropout
probability equal to 0.2 is applied to reduce overfitting in the model. Then, a
Self-Attention layer is applied to focus on certain parts of the input sequence.
We used multiplicative self-attention & experimented with varying values of
attention width (w) parameter. Finally, a dense layer with sigmoid activation
function is applied to return the Goodness Score of an outfit. Since there are
only two labels (1 & 0), binary cross entropy loss can be used. The set of op-
timal hyper-parameters {epochs, batch size, learning rate} can be found using
grid-search. Python libraries- keras & keras-self -attention were used for this
implementation.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we solve the challenging problem of creating an accurate training
dataset for modeling fashion outfits and show its effectiveness compared to the
random method. By considering an outfit as a sequence of fashion items, we have
deployed a Self-Attention based Bi-LSTM model wherein each item has been
represented by its respective embedding vector generated using the BPR-MF
technique. This model has been used to generate new outfits by predicting their
goodness score. As future work, we plan to improve outfit recommendations by
personalizing outfits using user’s preferences and also diversify the outfits using
different aspects like occasion, theme, and other category-specific attributes.
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